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Paid time off (PTO) is the single most important 
personal benefit you can offer your employees. In Canada, 
many workers value their time off more than a salary increase, fancy job title, or 
other office freebies1. 

That’s because PTO is so much more than a perk. The types and respective 
quantities of time off we receive can significantly affect how we manage our 
lives.

Time off decisions can also impact your business in multiple important ways. 
Legislated and non-legislated time off are nuanced aspects of managing a 
business that have financial, legal, and cultural implications—not to mention 
employee engagement and productivity.

Despite its importance, managing time off can be a challenge. The most 
common time off errors for business owners are:

 Misunderstanding legal obligations

 Improperly tracking balances, requests, and vacation pay

 Offering an uncompetitive package compared to industry  
 and role-based standards

These mistakes result in non-compliance, legal disputes, and disengaged employees.

Introduction

Introduction

1
 Smolkin, S. (2014). 10 things you need to know about Ontario law and your vacation rights. The Star Online.

Why so many companies get time off wrong
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The good news is that once you understand the basics, 
creating a compliant and competitive time off policy takes 
just a few minutes. 

And once you’ve set a few simple rules, managing 
employee time off is easily automated.

We wrote this guide to help small businesses in Canada 
learn the steps to creating, implementing, and managing 
time off policies that work.

Introduction
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Ready?  
Let’s Get Started.

Introduction
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Step 1: Understanding time off law

Step 1: Understanding Time Off Law

Canadian time off legislation is a frequent source of 
confusion and in some cases hefty fines for non-compliance. 

Time off rules can vary from province to province, and even some types of 
employees within the same province can be subject to different laws (i.e. airline 
workers or bank employees). 

For the average business owner, however, understanding time off legislation 
comes down to two main topics:

1. Minimum vacation time and pay

2. Public holidays and leaves of absence

Vacation time vs. vacation pay

First up is a major cause of HR headaches: understanding the difference between 
vacation time and vacation pay.

Vacation time is time off from normal working days earned by an employee. 
Employees in Canada earn a minimum 10 days vacation after 12 months of 
full time work (the only exception is Saskatchewan where minimum mandated 
vacation starts at 15 days.)

While the employee is working, they also accrue vacation pay. Vacation pay is 
what employers are required to pay out to employees if they leave the company 
without using all of the vacation days they’ve earned.

In Canada, the minimum vacation pay requirement for an employee with 10 
vacation days is 4% of their annual wages. 
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Here are some of the most important things to know about vacation pay  
in Canada:

 Unlike vacation time, vacation pay begins to accrue in an employee’s  
 first year.

 Hourly and salaried workers are entitled to the same vacation pay.

 Vacation pay does not accrue while employees are on unpaid leave,  
 such as parental leave. Vacation time does continue to accrue.

 If your company’s vacation policy offers more than 10 days, you’re  
 required to pay more than the minimum 4%. Vacation pay is   
 calculated at 2% per week, meaning if you offer three weeks vacation,  
 you’ll have to pay 6%; four weeks equals 8%; and so on.

 The wages used to calculate vacation pay differ from province to  
 province. In most cases, they include base salary plus commissions,  
 overtime pay, public holiday pay, and non-discretionary bonuses.  

 In BC, Alberta, Quebec, Newfoundland, and PEI, employees cannot  
 forfeit vacation time for vacation pay. In all other provinces,   
 employees may be allowed to do so, but only with the approval of their  
 employer and/or a labour standards officer.

 Finally, employers have several options for paying out vacation pay. But,  
 in order to do so correctly, it is crucial to track every employee’s   
 vacation usage diligently. Miscalculating vacation pay can   
 result in legal and financial liability.

Step 1: Understanding Time Off Law
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Public Holidays and Leaves of Absence

In addition to 10 days of vacation per year, Canadian employees are entitled to 
public holidays and leaves of absence.

Public Holidays
If you have employees in different jurisdictions, be sure to plan all of their 
holidays on a yearly calendar to ensure they are paid correctly. View our 
table of Canada-wide public holidays to see which ones apply to your region 
and employees.

Leaves of Absence
Leaves of Absence (LOAs) also differ between jurisdictions. Generally speaking, 
these leaves are job protected (meaning the employee’s rate of pay must be 
protected until they return to work), and can be either paid, unpaid, or covered 
by Employment Insurance.

In some provinces, employers are required to keep all documents relating 
to employee leave for a fixed amount of time—in Ontario, it’s three years. 
Accurate, up-to-date time off record keeping is an absolute must.

Here are the main types of federal LOAs you should be aware of. To ensure 
compliance, always review your region’s employment standards guidelines.

Step 1: Understanding Time Off Law

http://support.collage.co/faqs-and-troubleshooting/canadian-statutory-holiday-guide
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Now that you have the legal bases covered, you can begin to build your 
company’s time off program. This includes choosing which time off types and 
how many days off you’ll offer.

A few things to consider as you build your time off framework are:

 Your employees’ demographics and lifestyles 

 Your company culture, values, and business objectives

 Industry benchmarks, to ensure your program is on par with competitors

We’ve broken down creating a time off policy into six simple questions:

Step 2: Create your time off framework

What types of time off and how many days will you offer?
The most common time off types are vacation, sick leave, and personal 
leave, however there are many other time off types you can offer to 
encourage work-life balance and make your plan more attractive. 

To determine industry best practices (and see how your company stacks 
up), download our 2017 Time Off Benchmarks Report, a survey of over 
200 Canadian small businesses and their time off policies.

When does the time off policy start?
Most companies use January 1st, or the beginning of their company’s 
fiscal year as their policy ‘reset and start’ date. This makes it nice and 
easy to calculate resets and vacation pay. Another option is to use each 
employee’s start date as the policy start date.

1.

2.

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2318244/Documents/collage_time_off_benchmarks.pdf
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How often will employees accrue time off?
Employees can accrue their time off annually, monthly, weekly or in other 
increments. An annual accrual rate means that employees will be given 
all of their days off at the beginning of the policy start date, rather than 
earning them throughout the year. In either case, they are entitled to the 
same rate of vacation pay.

Will employees have to pass a waiting period before they can 
request time off?
Some companies require new employees to work for a brief probationary 
period (i.e. three months) or one full year before they can request  
days off.

Will employees receive bonus vacation days based on their length 
of service? 
Anniversary bonuses, though optional, are a great way to encourage 
retention and reward employees for their tenure and performance 
with your company.

What happens to outstanding time off at the end of the year?
If an employee has not taken their minimum 10 vacation days by the end 
of the year, their remaining days  must be carried over into the next year 
and used within nine months. 

Any days offered beyond the statutory minimum can either be reset or 
carried over. Carryovers are a nice way to give employees more time 
to use their personal or vacation days, but there are some important 
considerations.
 
An employee with unlimited carryover can accumulate weeks, if not 
years of earned time off, which will need to be paid out if they leave the 
company. Annual resets or capped carryovers help alleviate this concern.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Once you’ve set up this framework, you’re ready to launch time off.
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Step 3: Communicate your time off 
rules effectively
Not communicating your time off policy is as bad as 
not having one. Employees should know what they are entitled to and 
how to request time off. This will help encourage them to take the time they 
need, while freeing up HR from answering questions and processing 
messy requests.

Step 4: Communicate effectively

Here are a few tips to clearly communicate your company’s 
time off:

Document everything in your employee handbook. Include your 
company’s philosophy about time off and why it is important.

Embed it into onboarding. Go over time off types and rules with every 
new employee as part of your structured onboarding process.

Be transparent. Share your company’s time off calendar with all 
employees so they can plan ahead. You can also highlight competitive 
aspects of your time off policy in employer brand communications

Create a pro-vacation culture. Openly encourage employees—
including managers—to take their time off, and not just if they seem 
tired or stressed out. Company leaders in particular should be ready to 
publicly announce their time off, and role model ‘unplugging’ during 
their own vacations.
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Step 4: Create a process for managing 
time off

Managing employee time off is time-consuming, 
complex, and can take a toll on managers. How do you say 
‘no’ to an employee you suspect is abusing their sick days? What happens when 
an employee’s request for vacation gets misplaced, and another employee gets 
the day off instead?

Strapped for resources, many small business owners end up using a combination 
of emails, spreadsheets, multiple calendars, and ambiguous standards for 
deciding who gets time off and why. 

This ‘strategy’ is problematic at all levels of business: 

Across the board, improper time off management leads to lost time and 
productivity, which can hurt your company’s culture and performance.

A well-defined process for requesting time off, paired with a centralized system 
for tracking, managing, and reporting time off data will go a long way towards 
simplifying and giving you control over time off management.

Step 5: Take Control of Time Off Management

Employees don’t know how many days they have left to take, so they end up 
requesting way too many or shying away from taking enough.

Managers easily lose track of multiple requests sent by email or left on their 
voicemail. Without a process for approving or denying time off, they may 
find themselves understaffed or even accused of applying favouritism to 
certain employees.

HR managers or CEOs waste time collecting data from various spreadsheets 
and calendars to ensure vacation pay and accruals are accurately paid out. 
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Managing time off: step by step

Whether you decide to create a master time off spreadsheet or use an automated 
time off tracking system, there are four important processes to consider:

Step 5: Take Control of Time Off Management

How do employees request time off?
Indicate if time off requests should be made verbally, in writing, or online 
via your automated system, and if there’s a deadline for making vacation 
requests (i.e. two weeks before the vacation start date).

Who responds to time off requests? 
In some cases, a single company leader or HR manager can be in charge 
of verifying and approving everyone’s requests. More often, specific team 
leaders are better equipped to make these decisions.

How do employees check their balances?
Employees shouldn’t have to guess how many days they have left (or 
bother HR about it). Choose a time off tracking system that gives employ-
ees self-service and full visibility. 

What will you track and report?
Keep track of who is taking time off, when, and why to ensure compliance 
and payroll accuracy. Time off reporting can also unlock a treasure 
trove of HR analytics, such as who is over or under utilizing their time 
off benefit.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Time off management made easy
When it comes to tracking and managing employee time off, it doesn’t matter if 
you’re a seasoned HR professional or brand new to business: automated time off 
software is a no-brainer. 

Centralized HR platforms enable you to create policies in minutes, 
calculate balances and accruals, assign time off managers, and empower 
employees with self-serve capabilities. No more sticky notes, spreadsheets, and 
wading through emails. 

With HR technology on the rise, there are many affordable options for small 
businesses. Find the platform that suits your needs—and look for those built 
with Canadian compliance in mind.
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Putting it all together
As you’ve seen by now, offering your employees time off can be a complex and 
delicate matter, balancing legislative requirements, company culture, and strong 
HR processes. 

Yet when done right, well-designed time off policies can help engage em-
ployees, increase productivity, improve recruiting and retention…not to 
mention fulfilling a basic workplace right: the right to step far, far away from 
your desk.

Now that you’ve read through our guide to creating and managing a time off 

policy that works, print-off our one-page time off policy cheat sheet and get 
started! 

Just don’t forget to schedule some well-deserved time off for yourself, too.

Step 5: Take Control of Time Off Management
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Go through each of the following steps to create and 
manage a time off policy that works.

Time Off Policy Cheat Sheet

Familiarize yourself with your province’s specific vacation and leave 
requirements. [Hint: in Canada, all employees are entitled to at least 10 

vacation days after one full year of service.]

Select which time off types are important to your employees and decide 
how many days off you’ll provide for each type. 

Put your entire policy, including company expectations and how to request 
time off, into writing and make it accessible to all employees  
and managers.  

Give employees full visibility and access to their time off balances and 
requests with an online employee portal.

To get the most out of your time off management system:

Document your company’s process for requesting time off

Automate balance and accrual calculations using a dedicated platform

Create a public time off calendar to allow teams to plan ahead

Regularly review time off reports for trends and insights.

Step 1: Get Compliant

Step 2: Create your policy framework

Step 3: Communicate your policy

Step 4: Track and manage like a pro

You can do it. Managing time off doesn’t need to take up your time.  For 
personalised guidance and HR expertise, get started with Collage HR, a 
cloud-based solution built specifically for Canadian businesses. 
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To learn more about modern HR management 
for your small business, create a free account 
at www.collage.co

Thank you!

http://www.collage.co

